Name (creator of FlipGrid):

December Book Talk
Criteria

Missing 0

Needs Work 2

Introduction

missing

Plot and book
info

 Reviewer’s Name:
Meets Standard 3

Above Standard 4

Intro or quote does not grab
the audiencen’s attention

Somewhat interesting
introduction and/or quote

Creative and interesting
introduction that gets the
audience’s attention

Missing or
is a
spoiler

Does not mention the book’s
title and author and/or does
not provide sufficient
information about the plot to
interest the reader.

Mentions the book’s title
and author and provides
somewhat of a plot
summary without any
spoilers.

Mentions the author and
title while giving an
interesting and engaging
summary without giving
away any spoilers.

Impression

missing

Does not share any thoughts
or feelings about the book
that would attract readers.

Shares some thoughts and
feelings about what a
reader might enjoy about
the novel.

Enthusiastically and
effectively shares ideas
about why this novel
should be read.

Closing

missing

Very little conclusion that is
the last impression of the
novel.

Somewhat of a conclusion
that encourages reading of
the book.

Creative and engaging
conclusion that
encourages the reading of
the book.

Enthusiasm and
understanding of the
book

Very little evidence the
student read, understood, or
cared to share about the
novel.

Showed some
understanding and
enthusiasm of the novel.

Obvious enthusiasm or
passion for the book and
clear knowledge about the
novel.

Speech

Speech is too fast, too slow,
or too hard to hear.

Student can be heard
clearly most of the time and
pacing is adequate.

Speech is easy to
understand with good
pacing.

CameraReady

Video quality is poor.
Distractions are evident
either in the background or
on the screen. Little to no
eye contact if person is in the
video.

Video is clear with some
eye contact (if appropriate).
Attempts at visual aids are
somewhat effective.

Video quality is excellent
with the speaker making
eye contact (if applicable)
and no distractions on the
screen or in the
background. Visual aids
are effective and add to
the presentation.

Final Score: _____________/ 28
Review’s comments:
Would you read this book? Why/why not?
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Would you read this book? Why/why not?

